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EDGE: GALAXY WARRIORS: GALAXY FOOTBALL CUP
Steve Skidmore

Steve Barlow

Join the intrepid Galaxy Warriors Jet, Tip and Boo Hoo on their quest to save the 
universe from destructive baddies Lord and Lady Evil and Dr Y.

In Galaxy Football Cup, Tip can’t believe his luck when he myseriously wins tickets 
to see his favourite team in the cup final. But there’s a surprise in store …

From the authors of I HERO, these intergalactic adventures combine graphic novel 
and prose, perfectly pitched to engage both older reluctant readers and younger, 
confident readers. Each title is book banded (book band Orange 6) and is printed 
using a dyslexia-friendly font on an off-white background.

This title is published by Franklin Watts EDGE, which produces a range of books to 
get children reading with confidence. EDGE – for books kids can’t put down.

• ISBN: 9781445159867
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/steve-skidmore/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/steve-barlow/


EDGE: GALAXY WARRIORS: SPACE PIRATES
Steve Skidmore

Steve Barlow

Join the intrepid Galaxy Warriors Jet, Tip and Boo Hoo on their quest to save the 
universe from destructive baddies Lord and Lady Evil and Dr Y.

In Space Pirates, Jet and Tip get a new command from Master Control to 
intercept some precious cargo. It’s time to become space pirates!

From the authors of I HERO, these intergalactic adventures combine graphic novel 
and prose, perfectly pitched to engage both older reluctant readers and younger, 
confident readers. Each title is book banded (book band Orange 6) and is printed 
using a dyslexia-friendly font on an off-white background.

This title is published by Franklin Watts EDGE, which produces a range of books to 
get children reading with confidence. EDGE – for books kids can’t put down.

• ISBN: 9781445159898
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/steve-skidmore/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/steve-barlow/


EDGE: KID FORCE 3: DAY OF DOOM
Tony Bradman

Kid Force 3 are Jayden, Layla and Caleb. They aren’t regular kids, they’re super 
kids – each with an amazing superhero power.

In this story, Earth looks doomed when a huge asteroid is heading straight for the 
planet … can Kid Force 3 use their powers to stop the deadly collision?

This title is published by Franklin Watts EDGE, which produces a range of books to 
get children reading with confidence. This series is suitable for guided reading 
with children aged 5+, but also for older readers with low reading confidence or 
struggling to enjoy books (reluctant readers). Reading age 6 years old, Book Band 
Turquoise 7, Interest Level 6-11 years old.

• ISBN: 9781445156316
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/tony-bradman/


EDGE: KID FORCE 3: GENERAL MAYHEM
Tony Bradman

Kid Force 3 are Jayden, Layla and Caleb. They aren’t regular kids, they’re super 
kids – each with an amazing superhero power.

In this story, Gerneal Mayhem kidnaps Caleb in a ploy to trap his friends … and 
she has a dangerous proposal for them once they find her!

This title is published by Franklin Watts EDGE, which produces a range of books to 
get children reading with confidence. This series is suitable for guided reading 
with children aged 5+, but also for older readers with low reading confidence or 
struggling to enjoy books (reluctant readers). Reading age 6 years old, Book Band 
Orange 6, Interest Level 6-11 years old.

• ISBN: 9781445156330
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/tony-bradman/


PUBERTY IN NUMBERS
Liz Flavell

Embarrassment can do one! This entertaining guide to puberty gives you all the 
information you need to hold your head up and enter puberty armed with solid 
facts.

Puberty need not be scary and unknown. With a colourful and cool design, and 
bite-size text with attention-grabbing numbers and visuals, find out the facts and 
stats behind growing up, from how much extra hair you’ll grow, to how puberty 
might make you feel, and what happens when puberty hormones kick in.

Written in a straightforward, down-to-earth way, this book will give you all the 
information you need to understand and be reassured by any changes puberty 
throws at you. The book emphasises body positivity and reassures you that 
everything you are experiencing is totally normal! It also includes a section on 
gender identity and sexuality.

For children aged 9+, this book is an excellent resource for the PSHE curriculum, 
and the sex and relationships curriculum, including consent. While it is perfect for 
parents, teachers and carers to use for discussion topics, it is also accessible for 
children to read for themselves.

• ISBN: 9781445163925
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 48



READING CHAMPION: CAM'S KITE
Tomislav Zlatic
Jackie Walter

When Cam and Dad take a kite to the field, it flies up high… but when the kite 
gets stuck in the tree, Dad has to come to the rescue!

Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and 
reinforce their developing reading skills.

Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading 
activity. Each book has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a child’s 
reading ability, encouraging reading for pleasure.

• ISBN: 9781445167855
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 24

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/tomislav-zlatic/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/jackie-walter/


Reading Champion: Finn and the Dentist 
Jill Atkins
Valentina Bandera

This story is part of Reading Champion, a series carefully linked to book bands to 
encourage independent reading skills, developed with Dr Sue Bodman and Glen 
Franklin of UCL Institute of Education (IOE)

Finn has never been to see the dentist but he is sure he won't like it. Is he right?

Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and 
reinforce their developing reading skills.

Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading 
activity. Each book has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a 
child's reading ability, encouraging reading for pleasure.

• ISBN:  9781445170725
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 24

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Jill-Atkins
https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Valentina-Bandera


Reading Champion: Sandy the Dog 
Lynne Benton
Ana Sebastien

This story is part of Reading Champion, a series carefully linked to book bands to 
encourage independent reading skills, developed with Dr Sue Bodman and Glen 
Franklin of UCL Institute of Education (IOE)

Sandy the dog is busy training the family to become the perfect dog owners!

Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and 
reinforce their developing reading skills.

Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading 
activity. Each book has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a 
child's reading ability, encouraging reading for pleasure.

• ISBN: 9781445168685
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 24

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Lynne-Benton
https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Ana-Sebastien


Reading Champion: The 
Lynne Benton
Bruno Robert

This story is part of Reading Champion, a series carefully linked to book bands to 
encourage independent reading skills, developed with Dr Sue Bodman and Glen 
Franklin of UCL Institute of Education (IOE)

When a little chick hatches with the ducklings, she grows up to think she's a duck!

Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and 
reinforce their developing reading skills.

Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading 
activity. Each book has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a 
child's reading ability, encouraging reading for pleasure.

• ISBN: 9781445170695
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 24

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Lynne-Benton
https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Bruno-Robert


Reading Champion: We Don't Eat This
Sue Graves
Alan Brown

This story is part of Reading Champion, a series carefully linked to book bands to 
encourage independent reading skills, developed with Dr Sue Bodman and Glen 
Franklin of UCL Institute of Education (IOE)

Ben and Jack really want to help on the farm, but the animals just do not like the 
food they're handing out!

Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and 
reinforce their developing reading skills.

Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading 
activity. Each book has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a 
child's reading ability, encouraging reading for pleasure.

• ISBN: 9781445170732
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 24

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Sue-Graves
https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Alan-Brown


17 Ways to Save the World
Louise Spilsbury

On 25 September 2015, world leaders at the UN adopted 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals. These new Goals, which universally apply to all people, are a 
call to take action to end all forms of poverty, fight inequalities and tackle climate 
change, while ensuring no one is left behind.

For the Goals to be reached, it is not just the actions of governments and 
businesses that are important - you can help the UN save the world, too!

Produced in support of the United Nations, 17 Ways to Save the World is an 
accessible guide to how you can help the UN achieve their 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals. As well as charting the global issues identified in the Goals, 
this book will demonstrate how small lifestyle changes can help in solving the 
world's biggest issues, empowering you to actively pursue a more sustainable 
future.

This book is the perfect tool for kids aged 9+ looking to make a meaningful 
difference. Immersive artwork and sensitive text presents serious, worldwide 
problems in an compassionate manner, encouraging both empathy and action.

• ISBN: 9781445171074
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 80

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Louise-Spilsbury


Reading Champion: Dragon Painter 
Adam Bushnell
Amerigo Pinelli

This story is part of Reading Champion, a series carefully linked to book bands to 
encourage independent reading skills, developed with Dr Sue Bodman and Glen 
Franklin of UCL Institute of Education (IOE).

This traditional tale tells the story behind the Chinese proverb "Draw the dragons, 
dot the eyes" and the eye-dotting ceremony. A painter refuses to draw in the eyes 
of the dragons, but the Emperor will not listen...

Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and 
reinforce their developing reading skills.

Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading 
activity. Each book has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a 
child's reading ability, encouraging reading for pleasure.

• ISBN: 9781445171777
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 24

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Adam-Bushnell
https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Amerigo-Pinelli


Reading Champion: Freya the Brave 
Damian Harvey
Max Rambaldi

This story is part of Reading Champion, a series carefully linked to book bands to 
encourage independent reading skills, developed with Dr Sue Bodman and Glen 
Franklin of UCL Institute of Education (IOE).

Freya doesn't always feel brave, but she tries her best. And when she sneaks 
away on a Viking adventure, she proves herself braver than most.

Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and 
reinforce their developing reading skills.

Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading 
activity. Each book has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a 
child's reading ability, encouraging reading for pleasure.

• ISBN: 9781445171753
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 24

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Damian-Harvey
https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Max-Rambaldi


Reading Champion: Samir's Best Sports 
Elizabeth Dale
Art Gus

This story is part of Reading Champion, a series carefully linked to book bands to 
encourage independent reading skills, developed with Dr Sue Bodman and Glen 
Franklin of UCL Institute of Education (IOE).

Samir longs to win a race in Sports Day, but it doesn't go to plan. Mr Simms helps 
him learn that having fun is just as important as winning.

Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and 
reinforce their developing reading skills.

Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading 
activity. Each book has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a 
child's reading ability, encouraging reading for pleasure.

• ISBN: 9781445169408
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 24

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Elizabeth-Dale
https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Art-Gus


Reading Champion: The Fox and the Goose 
Mick Gowar
John Joven

This story is part of Reading Champion, a series carefully linked to book bands to 
encourage independent reading skills, developed with Dr Sue Bodman and Glen 
Franklin of UCL Institute of Education (IOE).

A traditional Aesop fable is retold as the story of Fox and Goose, who try to be 
friends, but end up misunderstanding one another and not showing compassion 
for each other's needs, with disastrous consequences.

Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and 
reinforce their developing reading skills.

Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading 
activity. Each book has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a 
child's reading ability, encouraging reading for pleasure.

• ISBN: 9781445171791
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 24

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Mick-Gowar
https://www.bookdepository.com/author/John-Joven


Wayland



Be a Scientist: Investigating Forces
Jacqui Bailey

Discover the world of science through easy-to-follow experiments

What is a force? How do forces make things move - or stop? How does the force 
of gravity affect life on Earth? Find out the answers to these questions and much 
more in Be a Scientist: Investigating Forces.

This book is part of a friendly, illustrated series, which shows how young scientists 
can use investigation to find out about science for themselve. It's the perfect 
introduction to science for readers aged 7 and up.

• ISBN: 9781526311313
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Jacqui-Bailey


Be a Scientist: Investigating Light
Jacqui Bailey

Discover the world of science through easy-to-follow experiments

What is light and how does it help us to see? What is reflection? How does light 
form shadows? Find out the answers to these questions and much more in Be a 
Scientist: Investigating Light.

This friendly, illustrated series shows how young scientists can use investigation 
to find out about science for themselves and is the perfect introduction to science 
for readers aged 7 and up.

• ISBN: 9781526311344
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Jacqui-Bailey


Building the World: Engineering
Paul Mason

See the world from a whole new angle!

Discover how engineering has shaped the world around us. Find out how we 
cross rivers, construct roads, build skyscrapers and dig valuable minerals out of 
the ground. Perfect reading for the next generation of engineers, scientists and 
innovators aged 9 and up.

This book is part of the Building the World series, which reveals the technology, 
science and engineering behind our world's infrastructure through amazing 
isometric artwork.

• ISBN: 9781526311214
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Paul-Mason


Building the World: Power Station and Electricity
Paul Mason

See the world from a whole new angle!

Discover how fossil fuels generate electricity, what reusables are and what goes 
on inside a nuclear power station. Perfect reading for the next generation of 
engineers, scientists and innovators aged 9 and up.

This book is part of the Building the World series, which reveals the technology, 
science and engineering behind our world's infrastructure through amazing 
isometric artwork

• ISBN: 9781526311245
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Paul-Mason


Cause, Effect and Chaos!: In the Animal Kingdom
Paul Mason

What happens in the animal kingdom when a habitat changes, a food source 
disapopoears or a species becomes extinct? The smallest of actions in the animal 
kingdom can have a deadly impact - and can put all living things at risk!

Cause, Effect and Chaos! explores the relationship between things, their actions 
and reactions, and what happens when processes don't go according to plan. 
From the unfortunate to the truly catastrophic, discover how things work in the 
world and beyond.

Each spread follows a narrative chain with fun illustrations and arrows leading the 
reader through a different action, process or phenomenon.

This highly visual approach, with simple text, makes it the perfect series for 
imparting STEM and geography concepts.

• ISBN: 9781526305794
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Paul-Mason


Cause, Effect and Chaos!: On Planet Earth
Paul Mason

What happens on planet earth when an earthquake strikes, a volcano erupts or 
ice caps and glaciers melt? Actions on planet earth can have a huge impact on the 
way we live our lives - and on our very existence!

Cause, Effect and Chaos! explores the relationship between things, their actions 
and reactions, and what happens when processes don't go according to plan. 
From the unfortunate to the truly catastrophic, discover how things work in the 
world and beyond.

Each spread follows a narrative chain with fun illustrations and arrows leading the 
reader through a different action, process or phenomenon. For children aged 9 
and up.

This highly visual approach, with simple text, makes it the perfect series for 
imparting STEM and geography concepts.

• ISBN: 9781526305770
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Paul-Mason


Extreme Science: Phenomenal Plants
Rob Colson
Jon Richards

When the world of science is viewed at its extremes it is easier to study and 
understand and also much more awesome.

This series looks at extreme qualities and experiences, and how things have 
evolved and adapted to reach their extreme state and how we can identify 
scientific information from this. Presented in a highly graphic and accessible way, 
Extreme Science will appeal to visual learners and reluctant readers. Aimed at 
children aged 9 and up.

• ISBN: 9781526307835
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Rob-Colson
https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Jon-Richards


Extreme Science: Spectacular Light and Sound
Rob Colson
Jon Richards

When the world of science is viewed at its extremes it is easier to study and 
understand and also much more awesome.

This series looks at extreme qualities and experiences, and how things have 
evolved and adapted to reach their extreme state and how we can identify 
scientific information from this. Presented in a highly graphic and accessible way, 
Extreme Science will appeal to visual learners and reluctant readers. Aimed at 
children aged 9 and up.

• ISBN: 9781526307774
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Rob-Colson
https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Rob-Colson
https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Jon-Richards


Good to be Green: Save and Mend
Deborah Chancellor
Diane Ewen

Explore green issues through engaging stories with relatable characters who show 
children what they can do to help the planet.

In this environmental education story, Molly wants to have a clear-out of her toys 
and finds out why it's not a good idea just to put them in the bin, and what she 
can do instead. The story is a great resource for helping children understand what 
happens to waste and how we can reduce, reuse and recycle.

Good to be Green is a series of six environmental education books that help 
children aged 6+ explore green issues and find out what they can do to help the 
planet. Each book features the story of a child who is exploring their world and 
learning why it's important to think green. Alongside the stories are fact boxes 
with extra information and at the end of each story there are activity ideas, 
teaching notes and a quiz. Each story is accompanied by bright illustrations by 
Diane Ewen.

• ISBN: 9781526308955
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Deborah-Chancellor
https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Diane-Ewen


Good to be Green: Save the Animals
Deborah Chancellor
Diane Ewen

In this environmental education story, Leo finds out what happens to animals 
when their habitats disappear and, with the help of his class, he holds a wildlife 
action day to help. The story is a great resource for helping children understand 
why habitats disappear and looks at topics such as global warming, and 
endangered animals and habitats such as rainforests and coral reefs.

Good to be Green is a series of six environment educational books that help 
children age 6+ explore green issues and find out what they can do to help the 
planet. Each book features the story of a child who is exploring their world and 
learning why it's important to think green. Alongside the stories are fact boxes 
with extra information and at the end of each story there are activity ideas, 
teaching notes and a quiz. Each story is accompanied by bright illustrations by 
Diane Ewen.

• ISBN: 9781526308931
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Deborah-Chancellor
https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Diane-Ewen


Human Body, Animal Bodies: Body Parts
Izzi Howell

A visually playful body and animal book

Learn all about animal and human body parts and their similarities and 
differences. From the giraffe's long neck and the owl who can practically turn its 
head right round to differences in skin, hair fur and teeth, explore human and 
animal bodies.

The Human Body, Animal Bodies series looks at the features and function of the 
human body in isolation and also in comparison to those of different animals, 
looking at similarities and differences. The end of each book looks at sorting the 
featured creatures into their animal groups, using the classification information 
learnt throughout. Perfect for readers aged 5 and up.

• ISBN: 9781526306777
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 24

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Izzi-Howell


Human Body, Animal Bodies: Senses
Izzi Howell

A colourful book about the senses in human and animal bodies.

Learn all about animal and human body parts, the similarities and differences. 
Explore how humans and animals use their senses, from ear shapes special 
senses, such as the platypus electricity sensing.

The Human Body, Animal Bodies series looks at the features and function of the 
human body in isolation and also in comparison to those of different animals, 
looking at similarities and differences. The end of each book will look at sorting 
the featured creatures into their animal groups, using the classification 
information learnt throughout.

• ISBN:9781526306838
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 24

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Izzi-Howell


The Bright and Bold Human Body: The Reproductive System
Sonya Newland

Use eye-grabbing diagrams to help you to discover the human body in glorious 
technicolour!

With colourful diagrams and amazing facts, The Reproductive System takes a 
vibrant look at where we all come from.

This colourful and fact-packed series provides an accessible look at the human 
body through bright and bold graphics. With spread-filling diagrams, a colour-
blocking approach, and simple text and captions, The Bright and Bold Human 
Body presents the incredible scale and complexity of the human body in small, 
digestible chunks. As well as this, surprising statistics and close-up photos allow 
children age 9+ to gain an insight into the wonders of our bright and bold bodies.

• ISBN: 9781526310460
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Sonya-Newland


The Great Outdoors: The Seashore
Lisa Regan

Discover the science of the natural world - on your doorstep!

Seashores are all around us, whether they are in the form of relaxing sandy 
beaches or towering cliffs. But, did you know, the seashores near you are 
brimming with life? This book uncovers the science and wonders of life on the 
shore.

The Great Outdoors aims to get kids looking at nature on their doorstep. Instead 
of larger biomes, the series looks at places children are most likely to have access 
to, such as the local park, their back garden, or a beach. It encourages them to 
observe the wildlife and the ecosystems at work within these places, while taking 
in broader concepts. Each volume contains a minimum of 6 activities, which vary 
from observation to crafts, suitable for ages 7+.

• ISBN: 9781526311023
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Lisa-Regan


The Great Outdoors: The Woodland
Lisa Regan

Discover the science of the natural world - on your doorstep!

Woodlands cover all corners of the earth, including the freezing arctic tundra and 
the humid tropics. But, did you know, the woodlands in your neighbourhood can 
be an equally amazing environment. This book uncovers the science and wonders 
of life amongst the trees.

The Great Outdoors aims to get kids looking at nature on their doorstep. Instead 
of larger biomes, the series looks at places children are most likely to have access 
to, such as the local park, their back garden, or a beach. It encourages them to 
observe the wildlife and the ecosystems at work within these places, while taking 
in broader concepts. Each volume contains 6 or more activities, which vary from 
observation to crafts, suitable for ages 7+.

• ISBN: 9781526310675
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Lisa-Regan


Kid Engineer: Working with Computers and Robotics
Sonya Newland

Discover the world of engineering with fun, step-by-step projects.

Our world is in the middle of a computer and robotics revolution! These amazing 
machines are all around us, helping humans do everything from sending a text 
message to flying a plane. Get to grips with how hardware and software work, 
and discover how engineers are creating robots to help us out on Earth - and in 
space.

Kid-Engineer is the perfect introduction to the topic for budding young engineers. 
Each book focuses on one of the key engineering disciplines, breaking it down to 
make it interesting and accessible for young readers. Simple step-by-step 
activities bring the learning to life and encourage readers to develop their own 
engineering and design skills.

Great reading for aspiring engineers aged 8 and above.

• ISBN: 9781526313195
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Sonya-Newland


Kid Engineer: Working with Energy
Izzi Howell

Discover the world of engineering with fun, step-by-step projects.

Energy powers everything in the world around us. But where does this energy 
come from? Discover the machines that engineers have created to convert energy 
into electricity, different types of electrical circuits and how engineers design 
buildings to make them more energy-efficient.

Kid-Engineer is the perfect introduction to the topic for budding young engineers. 
Each book focuses on one of the key engineering disciplines, breaking it down to 
make it interesting and accessible for young readers. Simple step-by-step 
activities bring the learning to life and encourage readers to develop their own 
engineering and design skills.

Great reading for aspiring engineers aged 8 and above.

• ISBN: 9781526312921
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/Izzi-Howell


The Tech-Head Guide: Computers
William Potter

Explore the rise of technology that may soon rule our lives!

What is a computer, how does it work, what are they being used for and what 
role may they play in the future? Impactful photos fill the pages highlighting the 
science and technology at work.

These pieces of technology are infiltrating all areas of our lives, including the 
home, our social life, the world of work, health and education. The supportive 
functions and the sinister elements are all explored. From smartphones in our 
pockets to weather-mapping super computers, we're now connected through 
these clever machines. They play an increasing role in our lives, but are we telling 
them what to do or will computers be controlling us one day?

The Tech-Head Guide series is an essential guide to the exciting and fast-
developing technology that is changing our lives. Check out the other titles in the 
series to learn about the technology that operates AI, robots, drones and 
computers and prepare for their takeover. Perfect for readers 9 and up.

• ISBN: 9781526309891
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/William-Potter


The Tech-Head Guide: Robots
William Potter

Explore the rise of technology that may soon rule our lives!

What is a robot, how does it work, what are they being used for and what role 
may they play in the future? Big impactful photos fill the pages highlighting the 
science and technology at work.

Robots are all around us. Some, such as the giant robotic arms used in the motor 
industry, are designed to do repetitive tasks while others appear more human-
like. Robots are becoming part of our daily and work lives, while helping us 
explore the deepest oceans and outer space.

The Tech-Head Guide series is an essential guide to the exciting and fast-
developing technology that is changing our lives. Check out the other titles in the 
series to learn about the technology that operates AI, robots, drones and 
computers and prepare for their takeover. Perfect for readers 9 and up.

• ISBN: 9781526309877
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

https://www.bookdepository.com/author/William-Potter

